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Young Master Clarke?

He was that same Young Master Clarke who caused the commotion at Dragon Gate?!

Instantly, Norbert understood!

He had run into a brick wall today!

The other party was actually that Young Master Clarke!

The confrontation with the seven Fusha Majors that happened at Splendor Hotel in the morning was still
vivid in Norbert’s mind!

It was because of Philip that the six hidden Aces suddenly resurfaced!

Such prestige and dominance!

The whole national martial arts circle was talking about this matter!

All the martial arts families and forces around the world were discussing this very topic!

Unexpectedly, the mysterious Young Master Clarke who was the one behind the shocking commotion was
actually right in front of him at this moment!

Andrew was also stunned!

At this moment, his breathing turned rapid as he looked at the nonchalant Philip with deeply knitted brows.

Hateful!

Of all people, why was he that Young Master Clarke?!

Faye and the others had long ago been frightened into hiding. They did not dare to come forward.

They belonged to small families within the national martial arts circle, so they could not be compared to the
Yarrow family even in the slightest. If they provoked Philip, it would be over for them!

On this side, Jacob turned around and glared at Norbert while reprimanding, “Norbert Yarrow, what’s your
intention in bringing people over to besiege Young Master Clarke?”

Norbert twisted his eyebrows and said in a cold voice, “This Young Master Clarke injured my grandson
Andrew. I’m here to ask for an explanation.”



Lydia immediately rushed out and shouted, “Nonsense! Ask Andrew yourself! It was clearly he and Cody
who made the first move against Brother Philip! It’s just that they’re not as good as him.”

Hearing that, Norbert’s brows furrowed as he turned toward Andrew and asked drily, “Is that true?”

Andrew dared not lie and nodded sullenly.

Hmph!

Norbert snorted without comment but still turned his head to say indiscriminately to Jacob, “Even so, with
such heavy-handed methods displayed by Young Master Clarke, the Yarrow family still deserves an
explanation!”

Upon hearing that, Jacob sneered, “The Yarrow family still insists on an explanation? Jason Yarrow has
been detained by me. The entire Yarrow family is now considered a big traitor in the national martial arts
circle. Everyone has to be punished! Well then, since so many of the Yarrow family members are here today,
all of you can stay!”

With a command, many figures from outside immediately rushed in and directly took down the people in
charge of the Yarrow family!

Norbert flew into a rage and pointed at Jacob, yelling, “Jacob Jensen, how dare you make a move against my
Yarrow family?!”

“Why not?”

Jacob frowned deeply, the aura of an Ace radiating outward as a punch landed on Norbert’s chest. Norbert
stepped back repeatedly from that strike, blood spurting out of his mouth as his face turned pale!

Almost instantly, Norbert was detained by the people Jacob brought!

At this moment, all the Yarrow family members who came were detained!

They never thought that everyone would be wiped out just by coming here and seeking an explanation!

“Take them down!” Jacob bellowed coldly.

“Jacob Jensen, you’re too arrogant! Don’t forget, you don’t dominate the entire national martial arts circle!
Many other national families will come after you for an explanation! When the time comes, I want to see
how your Jensen family will face them!”

Norbert shouted as he was taken away.

Leaving the private room, Philip stood in front and lit a cigarette before asking Jacob who was next to him,
“The national martial arts circle is so complicated. What are you going to do?”

Jacob nodded and smiled. “I’m already old. Let me dedicate the last bit of my life to the national martial arts.
Starting tomorrow, I’ll visit the families and forces on the list one by one.”
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